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Introduction
InovaSure is a proud partner to the South African LiveSure Living Security
"Ensurance" and Technology Company. As an enabler, InovaSure has developed
unique and innovative bolt-on Protection, Warranty and “Ensurance” Services
for the Municipal and Commercial Community in South Africa (and abroad).
InovaSure's core offering is the InovaSure Real Time Multidimensional Energy
Management System (RMEMS), also known as the "Energy Vault", which
provides the backbone to Energy Security Products and Services that we
believe will power the new dawn of Energy Efﬁciency and Storage in Africa.
InovaSure, as a Master Licensor to global operators, has appointed InovaSure
(SA) as the Master Licensee for all its operations in South Africa and
surrounding African jurisdictions, operating from Johannesburg, George and
Stellenbosch.
InovaSure (Australia) operates independently out of Perth, also as a Master
Licensee, as do various other InovaSure Master Licensees as part of its global
roll out process.
InovaSure (SA)'s "Ensurance" package consists of bolt-on, Protection Plan and
Warranty Products which are custom designed and linked to the LiveSure
Trusted Centre ("LTC") for cost-effectiveness, sustainability, resilience,
relevance and accountability.
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Seal of Excellence

We generate our underwriting ability in a self-sustaining manner from
"ensurance" plans to service level agreements. Our Seal of Excellence
represents our promise to authenticate and secure our products and services
with corporate governance and to strive for service excellence in all aspects.
The InovaSure RMEMS (Energy Vault) is effectively a large UPS (Uninterrupted
Power Supply) and receives Renewable Energy and Eskom power during offpeak times of the day and introduces it back into the distribution network of
participating Municipalities during peak times. InovaSure augments the
process of energy conservation and mitigation by means of integrated
Renewable Energy generation resources, which are powered by means of
multiple collaborative agreements with network partners in the ﬁelds of
Renewable Energy, disruptive technologies and other innovative forms of
energy generation, storage and management.
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Our Vision
InovaSure envisages to "ensure", manage, protect and warrant Energy Security
(as well as Water and Education Security) ﬁrstly in South Africa and then
further aﬁeld into the African Continent and the world.

Our Mission
Our mission is to provide Energy, Water and Education Security to a range of
users in South Africa, Africa and the world by connecting Intellectual Property,
proven systematic technologies, network structures, collaborators and
contractors to energy users such as Municipalities and the Government, as well
as private, industrial and commercial users - all within the regulatory
framework of the Energy Sector.

Goals and Objectives
Promote a solution to overcome the current challenges of expensive and
unavailable electricity for all users in South Africa, Africa and the world;
Create a sound operating base in South Africa as a springboard into Africa
and abroad;
Procure a high standard of quality and longevity in our unique technologies
and to implement the same through reliable EPC collaborators;
Execute our business model to the highest ethical standards through
sustainability and social responsibility programs;
Where possible, to ensure that our technologies are ISO aligned and
comply with industry norms;
To grow and extend our Energy, Water and Education Security model into
SADC and other African and BRICS countries, and ﬁnally, when our model
has reached maturity, to venture internationally.
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Management Team
InovaSure was founded as an initiative of collaboration by passionate key individuals with dedicated skills. They bring experience, knowledge and opportunity in line with
shared goals to succeed in the task at hand. Our management style is innovative and integrates through thought leadership with practical implementation strategies.

Jaco de la Rouviere
Chairman
Jaco, a Founder Member of LiveSure and
InovaSure, completed his Mechanical
Engineering studies in Pretoria, South
Africa, whilst in the employ of the South
African Air force. He was seconded to the
CSIR and conducted specialized research
in the ﬁeld of Material Science and
Technology.
The South Africa Business Exchange
evolved from the engineering business,
changing focus to information technology
with the aim to develop "thin client"
technology, which has only recently
become popular as cloud computing.
Jaco founded SGL Power to pursue power generation in Africa after early
identifying the imminent energy shortages. SGL Power successfully obtained
several licenses to produce power in Africa. The complexities of the
regulatory environment as well as the funding limitations associated with
power generation compelled him, in conjunction with like-minded
individuals, to start an innovative "Living Security" company – InovaSure - to
promote ﬁnancial services products and services to be deployed for the
beneﬁt of independent power producers as well as bulk buyers in Africa including the Municipalities, local authorities, Special Economic Zones,
towns, cities and villages of the continent.

Jacques Pauw
Vice-Chairman
Jacques, a Founder Member of
LiveSure and InovaSure, began his
business career in 1973 in the
insurance industry as a ﬁnancial
consultant with one of SA's insurance
giants.
In 1977 he founded the Fintrust
Group, initially active as an
investment and insurance brokerage
house, later as a real estate operation
together with Nedcor Investment
Bank/Syfrets as JV partner and is still
active today as a family ofﬁce in some
areas of real estate investment.
Since the early 90's Jacques also served on various boards of start-up
technology companies. This experience became very important in later years.
Jacques also served for 3 years as the CEO of an international listed company,
providing services in the SMART CITY space, amongst others to the Peoples
Republic of China. Jacques still holds numerous other Directorships and
Trustee positions, encompassing operations of both a commercial and social
entrepreneurship nature.
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Management Team
Max Lourens

Rudie Crous

CEO

Director

Max Lourens, a Founder Member of
LiveSure and InovaSure, is the CEO
and as such sees to corporate
governance and the interaction
between the various operations
within InovaSure and its afﬁliates as
well as its interaction with
collaborators and clients. In short, he
ensures that the operation is well
oiled and maintained in terms of
International Standards of Operation
and along ISO guidelines.

Rudie is a Founder Member and
Director of InovaSure and the CEO
of InovaSure (Australia). He started
his career at Eskom as a plant
engineer then joined the
Computational Fluid Dynamics
team at the Eskom Technology
Group. A venture into general
technology development led to a
career deviation into IT with the
development of business software,
image processing and mobile phone messaging desktop solutions.

Max is a qualiﬁed senior attorney and Notary and also has an Honours
Degree in Journalism. As such, he has spent many years focusing on the
importance of product packaging and information communication. Having
been involved for many years in the ﬁelds of hospitality and mixed use
property development, Max spent time in Africa and abroad developing
systems, procedures, models and franchise units for the design,
development, implementation and management of Smart City models.

Joining the team at Bateman Engineering started a career designing and
developing power generation projects. Several solutions using
conventional and non-conventional energy sources were developed for a
range of clients and over the whole African continent. Rudie then migrated
to Perth, Australia where he became the Chief Mechanical Engineer
Utilities (Power and Water) at WorleyParsons, then led the multidisciplinary engineering team at BP Kwinana Reﬁnery for a very successful
turnaround in 2014/5. Subsequently and currently, Rudie focuses on
developing conceptual solutions for power project opportunities pursued
by InovaSure, SGL Power and related companies, and consults to the power
generation industry.

Max is active in a number of disciplines that comprise Hospitality,
Property Construction Training and Quality Control, Project Management
and Property Development, development of Sustainable Energy products
and the design and development of Global Smart Cities and New Towns in
Africa.

Management Team
Duncan Irvine

Marna Lourens

Director of Media and Broadcasting

InovaSure Community Trust and Technical
Incubation Trust Manager

Duncan is a Director of LiveSure and
InovaSure and is predominantly active
in the ﬁeld of media and broadcasting.
He founded a company called Rapid
Blue in 1993 which has grown to
become the biggest producer of prime
time television programs in Africa. In
2016 BBC World Wide became a
signiﬁcant shareholder which has
helped Rapid Blue grow even further.
Rapid Blue is operational across all of
Africa and has won multiple awards
both locally and international.

Marna is the Chief Trustee of the twin
Trusts that InovaSure operates, being
the Community Trust that is focused
on the development of community
upliftment and education security
projects, and the Technology
Incubation Trust that focus on the
development of technological skills
that are utilised in the design,
implementation and management of
the InovaSure Energy Vaults.

Duncan has a BCom and a HDip Finance. He is an investor, shareholder and
director of businesses active in media, property and charities, and has
operated in IT, retail and consulting. He has chaired associations and awards
committees, and is a member of the Emmy's in the USA. His business
activities extend across Africa, especially in Nigeria and Kenya, and Europe,
Asia and the USA.

Marna has a BLC LLB LLM and an academic history that started in the
Mercantile Law department of the University of Stellenbosch 20 years ago.
She is currently busy with her LLD at the University of Stellenbosch in the
ﬁeld of Social Justice. Only in understanding the multi-layered and
multifaceted realities of women and many other excluded groups in South
Africa can we positively contribute to alleviate the various levels of
oppression experienced in our society.
Marna recently appeared as representative of the Social Justice component
of the University of Stellenbosch before the Multi-Party Women's Caucus
Summit in response to the Report of the SALRC Project 107 Sexual Offences
Adult Prostitution.

Management Team
Boban Petrovic

Lourens B Kirsten

Business Development Manager (Global)

Insurance Manager

Boban Petrovic is the Business
Development Manager (Global) for
InovaSure. He specialises in sourcing
technology partners and collaborators
and in expanding the InovaSure brand
into all corners of the earth.

Lourens studied law at the University
of Stellenbosch and was enrolled as
an attorney of the Cape High Court in
1993. Having practiced in the ﬁeld of
general litigation for a number of
years he subsequently established a
prominent underwriting management
business that operates throughout
South Africa.

Boban is a graduate of the University
of Belgrade where he completed his
Engineering studies in 1983 at the
Faculty for Information Technology.
Boban was a professional sportsman (Basketball) for many years and
thereafter was instrumental in the operations of Netvision, a company that
worked in the ﬁeld of networks installation and administration, and
Technikom, a wired and wireless internet service provider. He became
involved with InovaSure in 2004 through its Netbasket operations, an
integrated communication company.
Boban is currently also the CEO of African Innovation HUB (Pty) Ltd, a
company that collaborates with InovaSure, provides solar solutions and
represents Russian companies in the Energy Sector in Africa.

Lourens advises on all aspects of
Insurance for Inovasure and with the
assistance of his team of specialists provides access to the international
reinsurance market for large scale energy projects.

Management Team
Nsizwa Cromet Molepo
Director of Business Development, Project Management
and Municipal Infrastructure Management
Cromet is the Director of Business Development, Project Management and Municipal Infrastructure Integration for InovaSure.
He is also the Managing Director of Robert & Howard Investments (Pty) Ltd, which focusses on Real Estate Investments and
Consultancy in the areas of Infrastructure.
Cromet has been involved in the property industry and other strategic sectors (Energy, Transport, Water, ICT, etc); both in the
Private and Public Sectors.
His career started at Murray & Roberts Engineering. In the 1980's Cromet advanced his knowledge in properties at TongaatHulett Properties and the Development Bank of Southern Africa (DBSA). He also served as a Special Advisor to the Minister of
Public Works between 1994 and 1999.
Cromet has travelled extensively globally both as an expatriate and for undertaking strategic projects. He has also worked as an
expatriate for three years in Nigeria where he established a subsidiary for Saab Grintek and conducted business in East and
West African Countries within the areas of Energy and ICT.
Cromet manages the development and implementation of Energy Vault installations for InovaSure.
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Operations
The core of InovaSure's operations and the basis on which our Energy Security
services and warranties are issued and provided is our Trusted Centre (TC). We
create “ensurability” through a process to enhance the proﬁtability of the
"trade cycle". All governance matters are dealt within the TC on the basis of
transparency and the use of tools such as "internet of things/everything"
applications, real time funds tracking, a bio - metrics bank, secure
communication, external audits, ISO standard procedures and suchlike which
are top of the priority list in the TC.
Insurance wrapping of the Trusted Centre process is also carried out by
InovaSure and apart from the governance and compliance beneﬁts, the net
effect is that it brings down transactional cost dramatically in supplying the
LiveSure and InovaSure product range, such as the revolutionary Thin Client
technology and “iThin” devices that also drives the workings of our Energy
Vault's in conjunction with the overall management system.

LiveSure's "Thin Client" Technology
Technology for ICT
The LiveSure Group is the ﬁrst South African "Living Security" entity to offer
Governments, Cities, Municipalities, Special Economic Zones (SEZ's) Private
Households, Businesses and SOC's (State Owned Companies) a custom made
range of protection products.
LiveSure and its afﬁliate company, InovaSure, address the key risks that the
Nation's critical energy, water, education and ICT infrastructure is facing and
the ways in which it can help manage these risks, including how it identiﬁes,
assesses and manages them and their potential impacts. This has resulted in the
development of unique services and products that are aimed at "ensuring" the
continued supply of energy and the concomitant stability of the education,
water, sanitation and other critical elements of a city's success.
The LiveSure “Thin Client” technology division of the Group is tasked with
developing and implementing the technology.
Besides providing ICT Security to Individuals and Businesses, LiveSure
addresses Education Security by means of the provision of the tools required to
ensure the cost effective, reliable and continued supply of learning capability to
the users of our Thin Client Technology in South Africa. This includes a program
to electrify informal housing units (shacks) as part of each Energy Vault project.

LiveSure and InovaSure globally
and collaboratively deliver solutions
for and participate in:
the next generation ICT by delivering:
“Thin Client” technology to the world delivered through
so-called “iThin” devices;
backed by open source technologies;
backed by unique content and educational material
through global alliances

Beneﬁts Through All Product Categories
Beneﬁt 1
Clients generally receive Energy Security in exchange for a simpliﬁed One
Payment Service Fee per time period in an "Ensurance" / Protection Plan /
Warranty / Service Contract substituting their normal utility bill payment.
This program provides Energy Security but is masterfully engineered to create
the platform to provide the Utility Provider and the various Municipalities in
South Africa with the stored capacity and trading mechanisms needed to
prevent load-shedding or even black-outs without the loss of income.

Beneﬁt 2

Our Client Base
Our client base is the South African Government, State Owned
Enterprises (SOE's) Local Authorities, Special Economic Zones (SEZ's),
Corporates, Gated Communities and private individuals.

A second beneﬁt of this innovative solution is that a constant energy supply for
providers of bulk water, provides the catalyst for them to be able to provide
Water Security, which is an even bigger risk than Energy Security. In fact, energy
has monetary and human livelihood implications with certain declared
minimums, but water is a constitutional right.

Beneﬁt 3
A third beneﬁt to all clients is a 24-hour uninterrupted secured power supply
(UPS) at an escalation of CPI (Consumer Price Index) instead of the unexpected
and unaffordable 14% - 17% energy price increases we have been experiencing
the past few years.

Beneﬁt 4
A fourth beneﬁt to all clients is that they receive ICT Security due to the
presence of our unique “Thin Client” Technology and Smart Devices which are
incorporated into all our Energy Vault's and which links all key stakeholders on a
dashboard basis.

One "PAYOR" Program
This program augments the requirements of Local Authorities to provide
energy to users and manage normal utility bill receipts. It also allows
them to consolidate their outstanding debt to the Utility Provider.
The One PAYOR Program not only results in debt relief (where
appropriate), but simultaneously is masterfully engineered to create the
platform to provide Local Authorities with the generated capacity and
trading mechanisms needed to prevent load-shedding or even Force
Majeure black-outs without loss of income to the Utility Provider or the
Municipalities.

The InovaSure Energy Product Range
InovaSure enters into collaborative Energy Security Management and
Administration Services Agreements ("ESMA's") with selected and willing
Municipalities to, amongst other things, provide them with Energy Security and
an on-going supply of reliable energy as a Public Private Partnership (PPP)
arrangement.
Where appropriate and if required, InovaSure also provides Water and
Education Security by means of similar agreements.
The InovaSure product range consists of various "ensurance" related products
and services designed to ensure Energy and ICT Security for our client base.
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The Energy Vault

The InovaSure Energy Vault

The RMEMS (Energy Vault) comprises storage units (batteries) and "balance of
systems" components such as inverters, electricity management and
telecommunications devices (Smart meters) and unique “Thin Client”
Technology and related devices (our so called “iThin” devices) and the like, all of
which have been developed and successfully deployed and tested worldwide
through reputable and successful collaborators which whom InovaSure has
secured long lasting and valuable relationships.

SMART METERS
READING POWER
TO AND FROM THE
UTILITY PROVIDER

THE GRID OFF-PEAK

BOLT-ON

WASTE-TO-ENERGY

CHARGERS, INVERTERS &

POWER FROM

BALANCE OF SYSTEMS

BATTERY

MANGED BY SMART METERS

POWER TO

HOUSELDS & BUSINESSES

We do not own, buy or sell the power that we manage on behalf of the
Municipality or clients, but rather act as an agent in the process of ensuring that
the facility and its operation is managed to its maximum capacity according to
generally accepted global Utilities Practice and ISO (International Standards
Organisation) guidelines.

BOLT-ON

As Custodian and Manager, we operate and manage the equipment as a service
to the Municipality / Client. Generated data will be available as a management
tool to receive, meter, store, shift, shave, distribute and transmit energy, as well
as to introduce dispatch-able Renewable Energy.

HYDRO ENERGY

An installation of patent and design protected equipment and systems is
performed on the property of the relevant participating Municipalities (or
other Commercial Clients) at our own cost and on a Build Operate Transfer
(BOT) basis.

STORAGE FACILITY

The InovaSure RMEMS (Energy Vault), essentially a large UPS, is the
cornerstone to our Energy Security (and Water Security) Product as well as our
ICT and Education Security Products and services.

SMART METERS
READING POWER
TO AND FROM

MUNICIPALITY AND
AND INSERTION INTO THE
DISTRIBUTION NETWORK IN PEAK HOUSEHOLDS

USE OF

RECOVERED ENERGY
COVER PEAK DEMAND UPS

Beneﬁts Provided By Collaborators

The TOTAL solution for Municipalities

Peak-shaving and Demand Management
InovaSure uses state of the art batteries as part of the Energy Vault to
store excess efﬁcient base-load generation and energy produced off
peak. By discharging during peak hours, the Energy Vault obviates the
need for new dirty, inefﬁcient peaking generation, and reduces carbon
emissions.
Utility Provider and Renewable Energy integration using energy
time shifting
Renewables such as wind, hydro and solar are intermittent, potentially
introducing instability into the Utility Provider grid and limiting their viability as
a ﬁrm, dispatch-able power source.

Using its own equipment and assets, the Municipality
generates and passes on Energy to InovaSure's
Energy Vault. InovaSure acts as agent for the
Municipality along with other collaborators.

InovaSure refurbishes the existing power plants at its
own cost or builds new ones and operates them to
receive energy from the Municipality / the Utility
Provider (Eskom in South Africa) into its Energy Vault.

The InovaSure RMEMS (Energy Vault), through its systems and battery storage
capability as a large UPS, allows the Municipalities to achieve smooth
production and time shift the energy.
The Utility Provider's (Eskom in South Africa) power, as well as Renewable
Energy such as solar electricity produced during the day, can be stored and
deployed into the distribution network as a stable power source at peak
demand in the evenings.

The Municipality receives Value Added Services from
InovaSure and its collaborators.

InovaSure provides a "one-stop shop" by managing
energy demands, assuring optimal service delivery
and reducing the risk of debt through unpaid
accounts.
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The TOTAL solution for the Utility Provider
(Eskom in South Africa)
The Energy Vault provides electricity through
the distribution network as per usual (no grid
defection).

The Utility Provider gains access to additional
power produced by Photo-Voltaic cells and other
green energy methods at times it most needs it
(during peak).

The TOTAL solution

R

The Energy Vault generates income through
selling-on excess energy.

Manages the Municipalities demand for energy.

The Energy Vault eases the pressure on the grid demand management is controlled by the Energy
Vault.

Accurately measures demand requirements
through Smart metering.

The Utility Provider has the ability to obtain
additional energy during peak from the Energy
Va u l t b y m e a n s o f I n o v a S u r e a n d i t s
collaborators.

Receives and passes on energy as an agent for
the Municipality.

InovaSure practices "Energy Time Shifting" with
its Energy Vault as a unique way to maximise
existing energy, generate extra energy and pass it
on when required.

The TOTAL ENERGY SECURITY solution
InovaSure provides all-encompassing Energy
Solutions as a form of "ensurance" through itself
and its collaborators.

InovaSure engages with Municipalities (and
Utility Providers) and the other respective role
players in the country to facilitate and manage
the receipt and passing on of energy from, for and
by the Municipality - as a trusted agent and
custodian through its unique Energy Vault.

InovaSure provides an Energy Security product
and service that includes the maintenance of all
the technical systems in the Energy Vault.

InovaSure facilitates the generation, buying and
selling of energy by the Municipality through the
Energy Vault.

Our Collaborators

Licensor

South Africa

LiveSure (Pty) Limited
(South Africa)
Stellenbosch: 44 Brandwacht Street,
Brandwacht, Stellenbosch, South
Africa, 7600

InovaSure (Pty) Limited
Master Licensee
(South Africa)

Johannesburg: Rapid Blue building,
263 Oak Avenue, Randburg, Gauteng,
South Africa
Tel: +27 (0)11 348 1407
Fax: +27 (0)86 77 123 77
Email: info@inovasure.com
www.inovasure.com

Australia

Stellenbosch: 44 Brandwacht Street,
Brandwacht, Stellenbosch, South
Africa, 7600
Johannesburg: Rapid Blue building,
263 Oak Avenue, Randburg, Gauteng,
South Africa
Tel: +27 (0)11 348 1407
Fax: +27 (0)86 77 123 77
Email: info@inovasure.com
www.inovasure.com

InovaSure (AU) (Pty) Limited
Master Licensee
5 Marco Polo Mews, Currambine, WA,
6028, Australia
Tel: +61 08 6201 9515
Fax: +27 (0)86 77 123 77
Email: rudie@inovasure.com
www.inovasure.com

Senior Management
LiveSure
S.J. de la Rouviere (Chairman), J.C. Pauw (Vice Chairman), G.M.R. Lourens
(CEO),R. Crous (Director), D.J. Irvine (Director)

InovaSure (S.A.)
S.J. de la Rouviere (Chairman), J.C. Pauw (Vice Chairman), G.M.R. Lourens
(CEO),R. Crous (Director), M Lourens (Director for Trusts Management), NC
Molepo (Director of Business Development, Project Management and Municipal
Infrastructure Integration), L.B. Kirsten (Director of Insurance)

InovaSure (AUS.)
S.J. de la Rouviere (Chairman), J.C. Pauw (Vice Chairman), G.M.R. Lourens
(Director), R. Crous (CEO), D.J. Irvine (Director)
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